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From a talk the Venerable Master gave to youth during a visit to Asia 1974-1975
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ߒຶਢپ堩ਢထထΛࢨृထਢپ堩Λޢԫଡ
Գຟނڶ،ᎁᢝ堚ᄑΖڂڶᎁᢝ堚ᄑΔࢬא
נৰڍᣌᣌଙଙլإൄऱࠃൣΙނ࣠ڕຍଡംᠲᎁᢝ
堚ᄑԱΔࢬ܃ऱࠃൣຟլᄎᣌଙԱΔլᄎ߷Ꮦჟᡴ
ԱΖຍଡംᠲৰ୲࣐ᇞऱΔਢչᏖࡋΛ༉ਢԳپ堩
ਢԱထΔ܃ૉլپ堩༉լᄎΙ܀ထլਢ
ထپ堩Ζ
߷Ꮦထپ堩Δֱթຍۯऄஃᎅਢ࠲Ꭴ
ՀੌΔԫԳՈຟຍᑌऄΙຍԾਢԫጟᙑᎄΔထ
ՈਢԱپ堩Δ܀ਢᝫڶ؆ऱՠ܂ᏁऱΖ؆
չᏖՠࡋ܂Λ؆ڶԫጟ壀ᆣऱՠ܂ΔڶԫጟՕऱ
ՠ܂Δڶԫጟᖞଡᘩࢉ壂ऱՠ܂ΖݺଚԳپ堩
ਢԱထۖپ堩Δ߷Ꮦထᘩࢉ壂ΔԳ
اᘩࢉ壂ΔԫॹڣԳᘩࢉ壂ΔנބሁΖ࣍פڶ
Δڶᐚ࣍اΔܓڶ墿֚࣍ՀࡉᖞଡΙຍਢݺଚ
ԳسऱؾऱΔຍթਢݺଚԳထऱటإრᆠΖࢬאຍ
ԫរݺ٣ࠐۯٺ္ܫΔڣॹڇۯٺऱழଢΔނຍԫ
ଡؾᑑᎁ堚ᄑԱΔྥ৵թᄎ࣍פڶΔڶᐚ࣍اΔڶ
墿֚࣍ՀࡉᖞଡΔຍਢݺԫଡৰᓅऱߠᇞΖ
ڇխഏڶຍᑌԫᇩᎅΚψ֚ՀᘋՋΔ֛ڶ
ຂΖωݺނڇ،ޏԱΔݺଚᎅΚψᘋՋΔॹڣ
ڶຂΖ۵ඒᘋՋΔॹڶڣຂΖωݺଚຍଡΔࡉړ
լړΔຟബಜ܃ڇଚڣॹۯٺԳऱߪՂΙࢬ܃אଚॹ
ڣԳ٣ނຍଡؾᑑ堚ᄑԱΔवሐԳسլਢ
پ堩Ζپ堩ਢԳسऱԫຝٝΔਢԳسᚨڶऱԫଡ
ംᠲΙլݙ٤ނຍଡݦඨຟബಜڇຍپ堩ՂΖૉ
Աپ堩Δ߷༉టਢԫԳኙנ୮ԳऱऄԱΙ᧢
ګԱԫଡۏऱՕΔຍᑌڶრ৸Μ߷Ꮦ܃౨
ᘩࢉ壂ΔԳᣊࠐᘩࢉ壂Δԫ֊ऱॹ
ڣԳࠐᘩࢉ壂ΙຍᑌຍଡԳسటإਢڶრᆠΔటإਢ
ڶᏝଖऱΖ߷Ꮦॹނڣຍଡؾᑑᎁ堚ᄑԱΔא৵ຍ
ଡԳࠐᘩࢉ壂ΔլᄎԫࠄᣌଙऱࠃൣΔլᄎ֜
۞ߏԱΔլᄎጐ۞աΔ౨אՕฒࠐࣚ೭Δຍਢᚨ
ᇠڶऱؾᑑΖ
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Do we eat to live? Or do we live to eat? No one understands
very clearly the issue of whether we eat to live or live to eat.
Due to a lack of clear understanding, people engage in many
deluded activities. If we clearly recognize this issue, we will
no longer be confused and deluded in anything we do. This
question can be answered easily: people eat to live. If you
don’t eat, you will not live. The purpose of living is not
simply to eat.
The view that we live only in order to eat - which a
Dharma Master previously described as a vulgar attitude - is
wrong. It is true that we live to eat; but we also have other
work to do. What work is that? We have a great and holy
assignment, which is to benefit the entire world. We people
eat to live and at the same time, we live to bring benefit to
others in the world. We seek to benefit our youth so that
they have good jobs and goals. We must create merit for the
world, be virtuous towards people, and benefit the entire
world and universe. This is the goal for our lives; it is the
genuine meaning of our lives. I must tell each of you about
this point first. Every one of you young people should clearly
recognize your own goal, and then you can create merit, be
virtuous towards people, and benefit the whole world and
universe. This is my shallow opinion.
We have a saying in Chinese that goes, “The rise and
decline of a country is every man’s responsibility.” I would
like to change it to say, “The rise and decline of the world
is every youth’s responsibility; and the flourishing and decay
of Buddhism is the obligation and responsibility of every
young person.” Every young person here is entrusted with
the responsibility for everything good and bad in this world.
All of you young people should see your goals clearly so that
we do not just live to eat. Eating is only one part of life
and one issue we ought to deal with. However, we ought
not to project all of our hopes in life onto eating only. If
you can really benefit the world, the human race and all the
youth in the world, then life contains genuine meaning and
value. Young people should recognize this goal very clearly
so that they will not do deluded things or be selfish or selfabsorbed. Instead, you will see it as your obligation to serve
the public.

